
For each word/term, give a short description for why it’s harmful.

For each word/term you described, create a list of better terms

to use.

Do these words promote the dignity, autonomy, and

resilience of those experiencing forced displacement? For

some words, perhaps we don’t need to find a replacement

word and can just remove that terminology from our

language altogether!

If the language feels harmful to you, rewrite the passage with

more inclusive language.

Directions:

1.Create a list of words and terms that may be harmful in the

context of forced displacement. 

2. If you are currently working for or supporting an organization, use

that as your focus in this exercise. If not, choose a local organization

to examine. Study their website and pull out words or phrases that

seem either harmful or supportive. Analyze how it is harmful or

supportive and examine your reaction to the language.
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Act:

Following the model of Listen-Reflect-Act-Repeat, it is now time to act on
what you have learned in the short two-week course. By now you have
chosen one of the following engagement opportunities or have been pre-
approved to carry out your own original plan. Using all the information you
have learned these past two weeks, it is now time to create and submit a
typed plan of how you will put your plan into action. Please feel free to
reach out to us with any questions or concerns you may have.

Set up a fundraising campaign using the strategies we covered in the program (language,
imagery etc.)

Gather a group of friends, create a video, or write a post explaining the importance of
informed fiscal accompaniment. Provide donor education tools

Identify at least four organizations in your area that work with forced migrants
Select two that you believe operate with a model that is in line with accompaniment and our
values at In-Sight. Explain how they do this. Identify the ways they use positive language in
their marketing and web presence 
Select two to three that you would be critical of. Maybe they embody the savior mentality.
Maybe they use disaster pornography on their website. Explain where, why, and how you
think this organization can improve and move towards the accompaniment model 
Identify how you could participate in those organizations that you find enacting the
accompaniment mentality of support.

Fundraising:

Host a fiscal accompaniment education session (in-person, webinar, IG/FB live, etc.)

Learning about local organizations working with forced migrants


